
From: Zafar, Marzia 
Sent: 1/9/2012 5:15:19 PM 
To: Cherry, Brian K (/0=PG&E/0U=C0RP0RATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BKC7) 
Cc: 
Bee: 
Subject: RE: Opt out 

Brian 
If you are so worried about your customers why doesn't PG&E shareholders foot the bill for 
them instead of spreading the costs on your other customers!!! Do your other customers want 
the extra charge or that doesn't matter? Honestly, if PG&E is so worried you have the means to 
do it. It's just that we are not talking about your money and that's why it is so easy for PG&E 
to give away other people's money! 

Yes, I am frustrated! But you have to convince the 5th floor not me. 

Marzia 

On Jan 9, 2012, at 5:02 PM, "Cherry, Brian K" <BKC7@,pge.com> wrote: 

Marzia - please go to the website and view the video. These guys claim 
they have a legal right to do this. I'm checking whether that is true (I'm 
not sure). But this is one of the worries we have if we start charging for 
removal. 

From: Meadows, James L 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2012 4:34 PM 
To: Burt, Helen; Gleicher, Cliff (SmartMeter); Torres, Albert 
Subject: RE: opt out 

Here is the guy with the $50 kit: http://www.freedomtaker.com/ -

Jim 

His site includes: 
1. Smart Meter Opponent Jerry Day (his last anti-smart meter video garnered over one 
million hits) has created a new video on how to replace your smart meter. 
Additionally he is selling kits online - http://www.freedomtaker.com/ - on how to 
remove your smart meter. This has already been picked up by two of the opponents 
and based on the past traction that Jerry has received with his other videos we expect 
this video will quickly spread. The kits are $50 and include: 
1) A safe, standard and traditional "ANALOG ELECTRIC METER" (above) which is 
compatible with 90% of all homes and small businesses. Unless your electrical service 
is unusually large or specialized this meter will be compatible for replacement. 
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2) The MOUNTING RING that secures the meter in place. 
3) A TAMPERING-INDICATOR CLIP 
4) LEGAL NOTICE TEMPLATE (Word file on a CD). You add your info and send it to 
your power company to secure your legal authority to replace your meter yourself and 
remove the "Smart Meter". 
5) INSTRUCTIONS on how to fill out and send the Notice. 
6) INSTRUCTIONS to help you replace your meter lawfully and safely. 
7) A link to an online VIDEO showing how meter replacement can be done. 
8) A weather-resistant tag to notice and warn your power company not to tamper with 
your safe and sane meter. 


